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How Speakers Continue with Talk After a Lapse in
Conversation
Elliott M. Hoey

Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, International Max Planck Research School for the Language Sciences, The
Netherlands

ABSTRACT
How do conversational participants continue with turn-by-turn talk after
a momentary lapse? If all participants forgo the option to speak at
possible sequence completion, an extended silence may emerge that
can indicate a lack of anything to talk about next. For the interaction
to proceed recognizably as a conversation, the postlapse turn needs to
implicate more talk. Using conversation analysis, I examine three prac-
tical alternatives regarding sequentially implicative postlapse turns:
Participants may move to end the interaction, continue with some
prior matter, or start something new. Participants are shown using
resources grounded in the interaction’s overall structural organization,
the materials from the interaction-so-far, the mentionables they bring to
interaction, and the situated environment itself. Comparing these alter-
natives, there’s suggestive quantitative evidence for a preference for
continuation. The analysis of lapse resolution shows lapses as places
for the management of multiple possible courses of action. Data are in
U.S. and UK English.

Much of social life occurs in situations where conversation is the central activity (Schegloff,
2006). For these situations, participants arrange themselves for sustained mutual involvement
(Goffman, 1963; Kendon, 1990) and exchange speaking turns one after another with minimal
gap and overlap (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Any observer of such a scene could
identify it as “a conversation.” It’s somewhat of an idealization, however, to picture these
situations as uniformly consisting of continuous turn-by-turn talk. Certain contingencies
might result in periods of extended silence. The conversation might be paused for participants
to attend to another matter, it might get interrupted by an unexpected event, or—as I address
in this article—it might lapse into silence for lack of a next speaker. The problem I am
concerned with is how participants in ordinary conversations continue with talk-in-interac-
tion after it lapses.

Lapses are periods of nontalk that develop when all interactants forgo the opportunity to
self-select in a place where speaking was possible (Sacks et al., 1974). Some activities provide
for lapses. For example, lapses that emerge during group coursework (Szymanski, 1999) or
when watching television (Ergül, 2016) are accountable by reference to those activities. These
situations have been characterized as “ongoing states of incipient talk” (Schegloff, 2007;
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Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) where even though participants aren’t engaged in continuous turn-by-
turn talk, the pilot light of interaction is always on. These situations have also been examined
as multiactivity settings (Haddington, Keisanen, Mondada, & Nevile, 2014) where lapses may
be expected, allowed, or otherwise accounted for by reference to other concurrently relevant
activities (Hoey, 2015).

This article focuses on settings where lapses are not as readily provided for, where there is nothing
to “step in” and account for the silence. The central remit of activities like “catching up” and
“cocktail chat” is the very act of conversing, without which the recognizability of such activities may
be compromised. Participants in these conversational settings generally forgo alternative engage-
ments that might otherwise account for a lapse, and so the emergence of a lapse may be understood
as the conspicuous absence of talk (Hoey, 2015). This article addresses participants’ methods for
resolving these conspicuous absences.

In conversational settings, lapses regularly appear in a specific structural location: sequence
endings. A sequence is a series of linked turns through which participants collaboratively
bring off courses of action (Schegloff, 2007). A sequence starts with some sequentially
implicative action that provides for a determinate range of (conditionally) relevant next
actions (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), and in general, a sequence can be treated as complete
when the conditions of whatever launched that sequence are met. This may transpire over just
two paired actions (e.g., question-answer) but routinely transpires over a prolonged series of
turns with the addition of preexpansions, insert expansions, and postexpansions (Schegloff,
2007). Because a sequence may be always expanded past a place of possible completion,
sequence endings are always provisional. Participants’ methods for sequence closure may be
seen as the inverse of those methods for sequence initiation. For proposing and enacting
sequence closure, participants produce actions that are not sequentially implicative and do not
provide for a range of next actions. Practices like minimal engagement in talk (Gardner, 2001;
Jefferson, 1981), passing on the opportunity to speak (Schegloff, 1982), and proposing
sequence completion (Schegloff, 2007) are regularly used to bring a sequence to possible
completion.

Places of possible sequence completion systematically provide for lapses. By collectively
treating the current sequence as adequately complete, participants not only furnish the space
to move onto something else but also set the stage for “nothing” to come next. And if all
participants refrain from self-selection in this environment, then a lapse emerges where turn
transfer should have occurred. These lapses present a problem: For social occasions consti-
tuted by turn-by-turn talk, silence embodies the absence of a next speaker and, by implica-
tion, the absence of a next-thing-to-talk-about. The practical issue here is continuing with
talk-in-interaction after a momentary lapse in conversation or, phrased technically, producing
some sequentially implicative turn that would end the lapse in such a way that turn-by-turn
talk resumes.

When conversation stalls, what comes next? This article describes sequentially implicative
postlapse turns, or what speakers do after a lapse in conversation such that talk-in-interaction
resumes. A systematically collected sample of 264 lapses revealed three practical alternatives
for lapse resolution in ordinary talk. Participants may (a) move to end the interaction, (b)
continue with prior talk, or (c) start something new. These cover a substantial range of
orientations to the question of “what next?” in a lapse, though of course they do not exhaust
the behaviors observed in lapse environments (e.g., disengagement (Goodwin, 1981) and
sequence recompletion (Hoey, 2017)). In choosing from among these alternatives, participants
reflexively display their understandings of where they are in the course of their interactions,
exhibit sensitivity to the (in)completion of extant courses of action, and introduce as relevant
something from “outside” the interaction, respectively.
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Methods

The data are video recordings of ordinary conversations in UK/U.S. English between friends and
intimates in homes and at university. The recordings featured mostly dyadic and triadic inter-
action, with occasional moments of four-party interaction. Participants provided informed
consent for all recordings, and all identifying information has been anonymized in the tran-
scripts. I systematically inspected 10 such recordings (about 3 hr) for lapses, which resulted in a
collection of 264 cases.1

I classified silence as a lapse under three conditions. First, no speaker-selection technique
(e.g., Hayashi, 2013) occurred in the just-prior talk or in the 500 ms of silence afterwards. I
used 500 ms as an estimated lower limit for lapses because that is where the turn-taking option
“same speaker continues” (Sacks et al., 1974) tends to cluster, as shown in Dutch (ten Bosch,
Oostdijk, & Boves, 2005) and as suggested by the timing of other-initiated repair in English
(Kendrick, 2015). Second, participants’ bodies remained in the same configuration as before
the silence (Goffman, 1963; Goodwin, 1981; Mondada, 2009), thereby exhibiting a continuing
commitment to conversation as the shared activity. And third, the silence contained no
sequentially relevant embodied action (e.g., Arminen, Koskela, & Palukka, 2014; Keevallik,
2015). For example, a silence was excluded from the collection if there was a head nod
response to the prior turn, as that embodied action formed a part of the course of action
underway. By contrast, if the only movement seen during the silence was a participant lifting
her drink, then that silence was included in the collection since her drinking was not
analyzably part of any joint course of action.

The transcription conventions follow Jefferson (2004) for verbal/vocal conduct and Mondada
(2014) for visible conduct. The data were analyzed using conversation analysis (e.g., Sidnell &
Stivers, 2013).

Analysis

End the interaction

Lapses emerge when no one speaks, which implies that no one has anything else to say. These
circumstances are naturally readable as implicating the end of the interaction. Ending an
interaction is a collaborative matter (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). Closings tend to begin with
pre-closings, where coparticipants work out whether to end the interaction now. Then, if ending
the interaction is warranted, they proceed to closings proper and ultimately conclude with a
terminal exchange (e.g., bye-bye). Any movement to closure projects more talk because it makes
conditionally relevant either alignment or resistance to closure. In this respect, initiating closings
is one way that talk gets restarted. In my collection, participants moved to end the interaction
after a lapse through things like invoking the time (e.g., don’t you have to leave soon?) and
proposals to leave, like in Extract 1. Here, two friends (Kate and Fabrice) had been sitting and
chatting in the grass on campus when they were approached unexpectedly by a researcher who
asked to record their interaction. After setting up the camera, the researcher told them that he
would wait in the distance and to “just wave” when they wanted to summon him to stop the
recording.2 We join the interaction as Kate talks about an assignment for class (lines 1–2) but
then spots some people in the distance who appear to be looking at them (line 4). Kate directs
Fabrice’s attention to the gawkers, inviting speculation about why they’re being spotted (line 5;
cf. registering in Extract 9, Sacks, 1992a, p. 81).

1Extracts 6 and 9 aren’t part of these 264 lapses and therefore were not used for the descriptive statistics in the analysis. These
were selected for this article because they more clearly exhibited the phenomena under consideration than the instances in the
collection of 264.

2These same recording circumstances hold for Extracts 2, 4, 5, and 6.
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Extract 1 (RCE02_39)

Once they’ve located the onlookers, Fabrice supposes that it’s not him attracting their interest but
the conspicuous recording equipment (lines 7–8)—an explanation that, through laughter and smile
voice, Kate accepts with some chagrin (line 9). At this point, they’ve adequately accounted for the
onlookers, and so the sequence is possibly complete. However, Fabrice continues the sequence by
suggesting that their being looked at may have something to do with him (lines 10–13).3 Kate at first
accepts this additional explanation (line 14), then after some silence,4 she produces a sarcastic
remark (line 16). She targets the egocentricity of his last turn to mockingly undercut his self-praise.
Fabrice goes along by ironically affiliating with her tease (line 17; Haugh, 2017), bringing the
sequence to possible completion again, after which their talk lapses (line 18).

During the lapse, Fabrice turns in the direction of the researcher (Figure 1(a,b)), which is a bodily
orientation to ending the interaction. Both participants then end the lapse by starting in overlap. Fabrice
gives a summary assessment of the situation (line 19), which is common in sequence closure (Schegloff,
2007), andKate quietly utters okay (line 20), with which she displays preparedness tomove onto some next-
positioned matter (Beach, 1993). And so both have oriented to ending the interaction. Finally, Fabrice
explicitly proposes departure, whichKate endorses (lines 21–22), afterwhich they summon the researcher to
end the interaction.

01 KAT: b’in my mind I’m gonna cu’out (.) like a couple of the  
02      lo:ng bits on religion¿ 
03 FAB: okay¿ 
04      +(1.2)+ 

kat  +gazing in direction of gawkers+ 
05 KAT: I [thin]k you’re being spotted. 
06 FAB:   [why?] 

  ((4.8s elapse; FAB locates the gawkers)) 
07 FAB: because we’ve got the fucking kit facing our  
08      £faces haven’t we.£ 
09 KAT: £(h)oh y(h)eah£ 
10 FAB: hhh-hah (.)£Y(h)ou’d be f(h)ucking like, <u:h>, 
11      .hh what’s going on, <uh>£ hhhahah. .hhh 
12      and then: (.) being me:, then they’re probly wondring  
13      (yeh) what the fuck (h)is he doing, an:d=h (.)[yeah. 
14 KAT:                                               [yeah. 
15      (0.6) 
16 KAT: £oh, cause you’r:e that important.£ 
17 FAB: yeah I ca- exacly. 
18      #(0.7)#(0.7) 

fig  #1a   #1b 

Figure 1. Fabrice gazes to onlookers, then to the researcher

19 FAB: ºt’s[weird.º 
20 KAT:     [ºokay.º 
21 FAB: alright. shall we head. 
22 KAT: yeah. 

3Fabrice’s notoriety likely comes from his prominent position in student government (R. Ogden, personal communication, July 2017).
4The silence in line 15 is a lapse but not the focal lapse in this extract. Nevertheless, my analysis of the postlapse turn in line 16
would resemble my analyses in the section “Continue with prior talk.”
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Participants may thus treat lapses as closure-implicative. This has an outcome of reengagement in
talk because it makes relevant either alignment or resistance to ending the conversation (Schegloff &
Sacks, 1973). In this respect, moving toward closings (whether or not it results in actual termination)
constitutes one method for lapse resolution. It also demonstrates that lapses invite participants to situate
themselves in the overall structural organization of their conversation—the beginning, somewhere in
the middle, or the end—and prompts consideration of whether the interaction may conclude.

Continue with prior talk

Participants need not treat a lapse as closure-implicative but may continue the conversation after the
lapse by using prior talk. This is the most common choice in my collection, constituting 80% (212/
264) of the cases. The interaction-so-far provides a wealth of accumulated materials with which to
construct a sequentially implicative utterance. Indeed, a fundamental mechanism underlying inter-
active language use is the reusage and reassembly of prior talk (e.g., Auer, 2015; Goodwin, 2013;
Sacks, 1992a). In this subsection, speakers restart talk using resources from the interaction-so-far,
including the current topic, the prelapse sequence, and some pre-prior sequence.

The current topic
Themost common and straightforward way to continue with prior talk after a lapse is by “going on”with
on-topic talk. There were 70 cases of this inmy collection (26.5%). These typically took the form ofminor
topic shifts, which refresh the set of mentionable items (Maynard, 1980), as in Extract 2. Here, two
friends (Molly and Hannah) are seated side by side on a bench, chatting about travel.

Extract 2 (RCE25_07)

Hannah announces that she’d like to go to Japan. Molly echoes that desire, which provides space
for Hannah to expand on it. Rather than articulating, for instance, why she finds Japan alluring,
Hannah provides a bland summary assessment of the idea (line 3). With this, nothing in particular is
positioned to come next, which brings the sequence to possible completion. Neither participant self-
selects afterwards, resulting in a lapse (line 4). During the lapse, Molly turns away (Figure 2(a,b)),
showing an understanding that no more talk is coming from Hannah (Rossano, 2012).

Molly ends the lapse by launching a telling about her father (line 5). This topic shift involves
movement from the class “people who haven’t visited Japan” to its contrast class, “people who have
visited Japan.” In this contrast class Molly locates her father and reports his evaluation of Japan. The

01 HAN: I think I- I’d like to go to Japan 
02 MOL: .tk yeah so would I. 
03 HAN: that’d be really intresting. 
04      #(1.7)# 

fig  #2a   #2b 

Figure 2. Molly turns away from Hannah during the lapse 

05 MOL: my dad’s been twice: an’ee ri[llyrilly liked it.<yeah. 
06 HAN:                              [aas he, 
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topic shift also involves a semantic tie between “would like to go to X” and “been to X,” where the
latter instantiates the desire of the former.5 Hannah stabilizes this topic shift by inviting Molly to
expand (line 6), and turn-by-turn talk continues from there. Continuing with on-topic talk main-
tains continuity across a lapse, which may counteract the sense of disrupted topical flow. In this way,
the topic of conversation furnishes materials for lapse resolution.

While prelapse and postlapse talk may be bound by topical means, they also share a discriminable
sequential relationship (see Schegloff, 1990). Indeed, the tying procedures linking utterances together
create sequential coherence in the first instance, and it is arguably this sequential coherence that
provides for the recognizability of topical coherence (Sacks, 1992a, p. 541). For the remainder of this
subsection, I focus on how participants exploit such sequential relationships for lapse resolution.

The prelapse sequence
The sequence immediately preceding the lapse furnishes the most accessible tools for resolving it. Two
operations on the prelapse sequence are shown: initiation of a sequence-closing sequence and initiation of a
reciprocal sequence. With sequence-closing sequences (Schegloff, 2007, p. 181) participants collaboratively
finish some extended topic/sequence. Canonically, sequence-closing sequences begin with a proposal to
close the topic/sequence at hand, typically through something that demonstrates an adequate grasp of
whatever went before. Coparticipants may then either align or resist the proposal to end the sequence.
Should the proposal be ratified, then a new sequencemay be launched. This processmay be occasioned by a
lapse, as in Extract 3. Three friends (Lex, Marie, and Rachel) are having lunch at an apartment. We join the
interaction as they discuss Lex’s landlords, who buy and remodel apartments to rent out (lines 1–3).

Extract 3 (GB07-7_09)

Lex describes how the landlords remodeled her place, ending her description with an extreme
case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) about how they redid the whole place (lines 4–5). Rachel receipts
Lex’s description in overlap and treats it as old news (line 6). By showing herself as someone who
already knew this information, Rachel diminishes the relevance of Lex saying more on the matter.
And after Marie registers Lex’s description (line 7), their talk lapses into silence (line 8).

Marie ends the lapse by launching a sequence-closing sequence. She summarily assesses what went
before, namely, that the landlords’ handiwork is evident in Lex’s very nice place (line 10). Rachel and Lex
endorse Marie’s assessment (lines 11–12), thereby aligning with her movement to sequence closure. Lex—
whomight conceivably say more, given that it concerns her apartment—repeats her extreme case formula-
tion (line 13). With her self-repeat, she indicates that she has no more to add, which permits movement
away from the prelapse talk and onto something else. And indeed, what follows is Rachel initiating a new
sequence (line 14). The practical utility of initiating a sequence-closing sequence after a lapse is that it
projectsmore talk—either collaboration in or resistance to ending the sequence. This structurally resembles

01 RAC: I guess they jus bu:y¿ (.) apartments and they js like,  
02      they redo them, 
03 LEX: and they do it really well:¿ 

  ((13s elapse; LEX describes her apartment)) 
04 LEX: there’s nothing in the attic. they  
05      [did the wh:ol[e place.] 
06 RAC: [yeah.        [I know I] he[ard. 
07 MAR:                            [(myehm/wow). 
08      (1.0) 
09 RAC: [bu- uhm:   
10 MAR: [b’yer place’z very nice.= 
11 RAC: =#yeah s[eriously. 
12 LEX:         [m:m:. 
13 LEX: th’did the whole place. 
14 RAC: wai- so how much do you pay for like cable 

5I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this connection.
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proposals to end the interaction (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) but operates at the level of the sequence rather
than the entire social episode.

Another operation on the prelapse sequence is the initiation of a reciprocal sequence, which
involves redoing the prior sequence with reversed participatory roles (Schegloff, 2007, p. 195).
Telephone openings (Schegloff, 1986) provide a classic example: One participant initiates a how-
are-you sequence, and then once that sequence concludes, the other participant can initiate a
reciprocal how-are-you sequence. Lapses provide a place for such reciprocal initiations, as in
Extract 4 (same recording and participants as Extract 1). Fabrice initiates the first sequence—the
one Kate reciprocates later on—by inquiring after Kate’s schedule for the week.

Extract 4 (RCE02_15)

After Kate details her schedule, their conversation turns to Kate’s job search. Fabrice solicits an
update, but it turns out she doesn’t have one since the interview has yet to occur (lines 2–3). He
receipts Kate’s answer with an oh yeah realization, after which he offers a commiserative assessment
of Kate’s prolonged interview process while turning away (lines 4–5; Rossano, 2012). This brings the
sequence to possible completion and leads to the development of a lapse (line 6). During this lapse,
Kate produces two turns that recomplete the prior sequence (Hoey, 2017). She twice produces
something that is directed toward the prior sequence but which does not implicate a next turn. She
first produces a flat yeah (line 7), with which she acknowledges Fabrice’s assessment. Then after
more silence, she expands on her agreement with an assessment (lines 8–9). Her assessment, like her
yeah from before, recompletes the prior sequence; it extends that sequence with something that
constitutes another possible ending of it. After even more silence,6 Kate resolves the lapse by
initiating a reciprocal sequence (line 13). She asks what about you?, which is a linguistic construction
practically dedicated to reprising the last sequence with reversed roles.

Lapses can thus occasion a kind of objectification of the prelapse sequence. Sequence endings
are where participants decide whether to continue with the sequence or not—that is, where they
reflect on the sequence, what was accomplished, its potential completion, its initiating condi-
tions, and so forth. These considerations lend themselves to the use of sequence-closing
sequences and reciprocal sequences. For if participants are in a position to reflect on whether
the sequence is finished, then they can propose its closure, and if they’re considering whether the
sequence’s initial conditions have been satisfied, then, for some sequence types, they may
reciprocally reuse those initial conditions.

01 FAB: how’s the rest of the week looking for you li:ke. 
  ((26s elapse; KAT details schedule)) 

02 FAB: when dyou find out about telephone job? 
03 KAT: well the interview's not til Tyoosday so. 
04 FAB: oh yeah you’ve got another interview. fuckin ‘ell.=.h
05      they l:ove to interview you,*go:d. 

             *turns away-> 
06      (0.3)*(0.5) 

fab       *opens mouth for yawn-> 
07 KAT: yeah_
08      (1.5) 
09 KAT: it's very annoying. 
10      (0.8) 
11 FAB: ((yawning sound)) 
12      (1.0) 
13 KAT: +what abo*ut you?* 

 ->+gazes to FAB->> 
fab  -------->*closes mouth, turns to KAT* 

14      (0.5) 
15 FAB: .MTKh E:hm, 

6Note that during this lapse Fabrice is observably yawning, which impedes his speaking ability. However, it’s possible that he
orients to the relevance of talk during this lapse by producing the yawning vocalization in line 11.
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Some pre-prior sequence
In the following extracts, participants use materials not from the prelapse sequence but from before
the prelapse sequence. Participants have numerous devices for continuing with sidetracked, diverted,
or otherwise incomplete courses of action (e.g., Bolden, 2009; Mazeland & Huiskes, 2001). The
following examples show that lapses are a place to use such devices. Extract 5 (same recording and
participants as Extract 2) begins as Molly complains to Hannah about how men can be oblivious to
the danger that women feel walking alone at night. As part of this complaint, Molly launches a story
about the flatmate of their mutual acquaintance (lines 10–11).

Extract 5 (RCE25_27)

After Molly’s story concludes, Hannah responds with shock (line 13). Molly then projects some
logical outgrowth of her story with and so but cuts off her turn once Hannah enters in overlap to
target an unclear story detail (lines 14–15). This initiates a side sequence (Jefferson, 1972) in which
clarifying the nature of the attack gets dealt with before going forward. Molly clarifies that the attack
was sexual assault, which Hannah registers with a change-of-state token oh (Heritage, 1984) and a
second reaction token (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006) that’s hearable as a vocalized shudder (lines
17–19). Molly acknowledges Hannah’s revised understanding of the story, concluding the side
sequence, after which a lapse develops (lines 20–21).

At this point, their storytelling activity is potentially complete—Molly’s story came to an adequate
ending, after which Hannah gave an adequate response (Jefferson, 1978)—meaning they could take
up some other matter, like a second story (Sacks, 1992b). What happens, though, is Molly continues
with her complaint (lines 22–25). She recycles her and so, returning to the place where she cut off
her turn, and produces an I-mean-prefaced utterance. This works to “[preserve] rather than [alter]
the overall complaining course of action [she] is prosecuting” (Maynard, 2013, p. 205). Persisting
with her complaint, Molly details a personal instance where Kristofer was insensitive to her fears
about walking alone at night. In this way, Molly treats the lapse as a place to continue an incomplete
course of action. Speakers in a lapse may thus treat prior courses of action as incomplete, which
reflexively warrants their continuation.

Lapses may also provide for the resumption of deferred courses of action (see Bolden, 2009). In
Extract 6, two friends (Will and Jamie) convened on campus to review a speech that Will wrote for

01 MOL: pretty much m- (1.3) all the men that I know in Staughill (1.8)  
02      are quite bad in that respect >that they don't (1.2) bother. 
03      (0.7) 
04 HAN: mmhm. 
05      (0.6) 
06 HAN: [.mth 
07 MOL: [and I know Staughill's fairly safe, but (0.7) there's been 
08      stuff in the papers [over the last year or so= 
09 HAN:                     [yeah. 
10 MOL: =and Cor- do you remember Corrine’s (0.4) saying that her 
11      (1.0) flatmate was attacked? 
12 HAN: N:o::, 

((23s elapse; MOL tells story of attack)) 
13 HAN: ºoh my go:d.º 
14 MOL: and [so- 
15 HAN:     [what- (Imean) wha- what did he do:, like- 
16      was h[e trying to mug her ºorº. 
17 MOL:      [well, he was trying to: (.) sexually [assault her. 
18 HAN:                                            [oh. 
19 HAN: e[:u::gh. 
20 MOL:  [yeah. 
21      (1.3) 
22 MOL: um, and so, yea:h, I mean- that's happened with  
23      Kristofer (0.8) as well, like he: (.) we’ve walked home but, 
24      (1.5) uh=he’s not- bothered to like (.) walk me t’my door %or (.) 
25      anything like that. 
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class. Early in the recording, however, Will tables the task for later (lines 1–2). When we join the
participants 8 min later, Jamie spots in the distance the researcher who had asked to record their
interaction. They joke about the fact that the researcher had left expensive recording equipment with
them (lines 3–9). Their joking activity comes to possible completion as they affirm each other’s
understanding of the humor in their situation.

Extract 6 (RCE15A_0040)

01 JAM: uhm=hh (.) the speech.=mh-hh-hh 
02 WIL: y:eah wul les: (.) les talk about the speech later¿ 

     ((8min pass)) 
03 JAM: MH: he’s over th(h)ere. 
04 WIL: is h(h)e:?[hh:hah .h 
05 JAM:           [yeah. 
06 JAM: checkin’ out we haven’ stealn’iz >stolen(h)’iz:, 
07 WIL: yeah. 
08 WIL: #(       ) run away#with it. 
 fig  #3a                #3b 

09 JAM: yeah.
10      (0.3) 

Figure 3. Will's paper blows away, which Jamie observes 

11 JAM: uhm,#(1.2)#(0.3) 
 fig      #3c   #3d 

12 JAM: ºyeahp.º=.hh 
13  (0.8) (0.2) 

wil gazes to JAM, cups hands over mouth

14 WIL: yeah. 
15 JAM: s:(p)- p=h::: you’re sorted for the speech (really)  
16      aren’t you,*right. 

      *gazes at WIL->> 
17 WIL: yeah wul I’ve got li:ke, 
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As their joking activity winds down, Will’s notepad and pen are unsettled by some wind
(Figure 3(a)). Will promptly recollects his items, which Jamie observes with a glance (Figure 3
(b)). Will’s items are directly implicated in the postponed activity, so it’s possible that
resuming that activity becomes relevant at this point. As Will gathers his items (Figure 3
(c)), Jamie projects a turn with uhm, pauses, and gazes to the notepad as Will returns
his hands to resting position (line 11, Figure 3(d)). Jamie’s fixation on the notepad
indicates the continued relevance of the postponed activity. But rather than producing the
turn he had projected, Jamie retracts his claim to the turn space with a soft yeahp, which is
recognizably not a turn beginning (line 12). With no claimant to the turn space, a lapse
emerges (line 13).

During the lapse, Will gazes to Jamie and cups his hands over his mouth. This bodily
comportment indicates preparedness to be a recipient, and conversely, unpreparedness to
speak. After a second of silence, Will ends the lapse with a muffled yeah (line 14). With this,
he passes on the chance to produce a full turn-at-talk (Schegloff, 1982) and treats Jamie as the
current speaker. Jamie restarts talk by asking whether Will is sorted for the speech (line 15). His
question design (declarative syntax and two tag questions) strongly favors a yes answer
(Heritage, 2010). This means that Will must resist the question’s constraints if he does in fact
still need help, which turns out to be the case (line 17). A lapse may thus occasion the
resumption of postponed tasks. In the absence of some definitive next thing to do, a deferred
task presents itself as “something to do.”

In using some pre-prior course of action to restart talk after a lapse, speakers treat those materials
as latently available. Lapses can occasion reflection on what’s happened in the interaction so far, and
if there are “loose ends” then a lapse provides a place to tie them up. By using the prior talk to
resolves a lapse, participants treat those matters as still open, available for use, and talk-about-able in
some respect.

Start something new

As opposed to ending the interaction or continuing with prior talk, starting something new
poses a different problem. For if a speaker decides against ending the interaction, they
commit to going on with it in some way. And if they also decide against continuing
with prior matters, then they forgo anchoring the turn in already-established grounds. So
what do speakers use to start up from cold, as it were? In the following, speakers are shown
using two resources for restarting talk: unmentioned mentionables and their situated
environment.

Unmentioned mentionables
Before ending an interaction, participants routinely provide space for the introduction of
unmentioned mentionables. These are matters that participants might want to talk about
but which they were unable to fit into the natural flow of conversation (Button & Casey,
1985; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). Lapses are another natural environment for unmentioned
mentionables like complaints, updates, and, as shown in the following, announcements.
This extract (same recording and participants as Extract 3) starts with two question-answer
sequences about the location of Marie’s class, after which a lapse emerges (line 12). Both
before the lapse starts and just as it begins, the participants are oriented to their food
(Figure 4(a–b)).
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Extract 7 (GB07-7_50)

Marie ends the lapse by announcing an upcoming trip (line 13). She prefaces it with oh yeah, which
marks her forthcoming talk as “just realized” (Heritage, 1984) and adumbrates some self-attentivematter
(Bolden, 2006). This indicates that her turn emerges not as an outgrowth of the prior talk but from her
own set of unmentioned mentionables. Her announcement starts with d’I tell you guys, which projects
some tellable and treats her recipients as “people who would care about this news.” Rachel responds by
gasping and prompting expansion (line 15; Maynard, 1997), after which talk resumes. This shows that
lapses can provide for matters that didn’t emerge organically in the development of interaction, andmore
generally, that they afford relatively drastic changes in topic and course of action.

The situated environment
Lapses may be resolved by registering some perceptible aspect of the situated environment. Any interac-
tion’s material setting contains numerous objects, features, and events of potential relevance. Participants
need only detect its relevance for the here-and-now interaction. One way that the “outside” gets into the
interaction is through assessments, noticings (e.g., Goodwin & Goodwin, 2012; Sacks, 1992b; Schegloff,
2007), or, more broadly, registerings (Pillet-Shore, 2017a; Steensig, Baldauf-Quilliatre, Heinemann, &

01 LEX: where’s your class? 
02 MAR: on (.) SCILS building? 
03 LEX: oh Idunno where that is. 
04 MAR: it’s by Alameda library. 
05      (0.6) 
06 RAC: schoo:l o:[f, (.) commu[nication? 
07 MAR:           [of,         [school of communication and 
08      information library sciences? 
09 RAC: mhm. 
10      (0.7) 
11 MAR: #something like that.# 

fig  #4a                  #4b 
12      (1.9) 

Figure 4. Participants before the lapse

13 MAR: oh yeah d’I tell you guys I’m goin: Taiwa:n? 
14 RAC: ((gasp)) no::::. 
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Grønkjær, 2015). Through a registering, a speaker transforms some previously unremarkable perceptible
feature into something of potential interactional consequence. In Extract 8, Pat, Maureen, Abby, and Terry
have sat down to play a board game at Pat and Terry’s home. The researcher making this recording, Stacy,
has just finished setting up the recording equipment and is putting on her coat to leave. As she does so, the
phone rings in the next room and Pat goes to answer it.

Extract 8 (GameNight_09)

01 ENV: ((phone rings))= 
02 TER: [=it's Mi:chael ca:lling for our:o:rder 
03 ABB: [(it) 
04 ABB: *y(h)ea[(h)hehehheh] 
05 MAU:        [Hahahaha.] 

abb  *gazing toward STA->>
06 MAU:  we're ABOUT READY to CLO:SE so for COLD WEATHER, °we wan>wan: 
07       know° if you wannid any i:ce# cream.

ter     nods at MAU withdraws gaze-> 
 fig                                   #5a 

08      (0.3)#(1.0)# 
fig       #5b   #5c 

09 ABB: that's a great co:at. that looks very wa:rm. 
10 STA: it is ve:ry wa:rm 

Figure 5. All participants gaze to Stacy 
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Terry jokingly identifies the caller and a reason-for-the-call (line 2). Her coparticipants laugh appreciat-
ingly, andMaureen advances Terry’s joke by simulating the caller (lines 4–7). Terry affirmsMaureen’s joke
with a nod then withdraws her gaze (line 7, Figure 5(a)), bringing their joking to possible completion
(Rossano, 2012). A lapse then emerges (line 8). During the lapse, Maureen and Terry turn to Stacy, who’s
putting on her coat (Figure 5(b–c)). Their bodily dispositions create a new interactional space (Mondada,
2009) focused on Stacy. Abby uses this new embodied configuration to treat a previously irrelevant object as
something of interactional consequence; she registers Stacy’s coat as being great (line 9). Participants
ordinarily take into account whether some registered item is a possessed item, as in this case, where Stacy
must now deal with being complimented (see Pomerantz, 1984). There’s also a temporal constraint, in that
the coat would depart from accessibility once Stacy herself departed. So the noticeability of her coat partially
depends on registering it now (e.g., Goodwin & Goodwin, 2012). Stacy affirms her postively valenced
registering with an agreeing expanded clausal assessment (line 9; Thompson, Fox, & Couper-Kuhlen, 2015,
p. 166), which results in the continuation of talk.

The utility of registerings for lapse resolution is that the set of registerable items is theoretically
unbounded; almost anything can be imbued with interactional relevance. In Extract 9, Donna,
Michelle, Laura, and Mom [Laura’s] are having snacks at home on the veranda. It begins with
Mom giving an excuse for why she didn’t participate in an event last year. Laura and Donna counter
Mom’s excuse by informing her that she could volunteer to gain entry to the event (lines 1–9).

Extract 9 (Farmhouse_0322)

01 MOM: I couldn’t afford it at that time, I think I- 
02 LAU: [but  you  can make lunches] 
03 MOM: [(   ) just to say I did it] one time. 
04 LAU: a:nd, (0.5) get in +free cuz that’s what+  

don                     +nods----------------+ 
05      Ka[ra and Ashley were gunna [do they were gunna help run it- 
06 DON:   [yeah.                    [the kids helped,          
07      (1.0)  
08 DON: fo:r um (.) t’go to that- (.) young life camp. they helped  
09      and got like twenty bucks each, bt they also got a shirt. 
10 MOM: mmhm. 
11 DON: they picked up garbage+ºand,º 

+holding glass-> 
12      (2.2)  
13 DON: +so:. 

+lifts, drinks->>
14      #(0.9)#(1.9) 

fig  #6a   #6b 

Figure 6. Donna drinks, Laura gazes to Mom 
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Mom weakly receipts their suggestion with an mmhm continuer, after which Donna provides
more detail about volunteering (lines 10–11). Donna’s turn concludes with a trail-off conjunc-
tion and, which exhibits her turn as being complete (Walker, 2012). In this environment, some
reaction from Mom might be appropriate, like an evaluation of the informing. However, she
forgoes self-selection, leading to the emergence of a lapse (line 12). During the lapse, Donna
remains still while holding her glass, perhaps awaiting some talk from Mom. But after 2.2 s of
silence, she lifts her glass while producing a stand-alone so (line 13, Figure 6(a); Raymond,
2004). With this, she indicates that she will neither add to the prior sequence nor initiate a new
one. The option to self-select thus passes to her coparticipants. Laura gazes to Mom (Figure 6
(b)), orienting to the possibility that Mom might speak. However, the two meet each other’s gaze
and exchange shrugs, effectively communicating that they each have nothing to add (lines
14–16). Michelle resolves the lapse by registering the environment as so nice and peaceful now
(line 17), after which talk resumes.

What Michelle registers is the absence of commotion. The tranquility of their setting isn’t time
sensitive like the coat of someone taking leave; it was presumably available since the start of their
interaction. Nor is tranquility a material object that can be possessed or pointed to; it’s an absence
that contrasts with some expected state. Participants can take something insubstantial like an
absence and press it into interactional service. Speakers may thus treat lapses as occasions to probe
their surroundings for something to talk about and impart meaning to a previously unremarkable
thing through registerings (Schegloff, 2007, p. 82; Pillet-Shore, 2017a). These actions also bear
implications for the lapse itself. For in registering something, the speaker retrospectively accounts
for her activity during the lapse. So instead of self-selecting and speaking, which are the expected
actions in this environment, she shows herself as having been actively probing/observing the
environment.

A preference for continuation?

Given the three lapse resolution alternatives described previously, we might ask if there’s a
preference for one over another. That is, is this particular sequential environment “built” to
favor particular outcomes over others in the same way that, for instance, invitations are
designed for receiving a yes (e.g., Pillet-Shore, 2017b)? Going by sheer ubiquity, my collection
is biased toward some form of continuation (n = 212, 80%), with instances of starting some-
thing new (n = 45, 17%) and moving to end the interaction (n = 7, 3%) being much less
common. This distribution suggests that continuing with something grounded in the prior talk
is preferred over the other options. Another form of evidence for this possible preference is
observed in lapse durations. Table 1 provides counts of each lapse resolution type and
descriptive statistics for the lapse durations before each type. Figure 7 visualizes these statistics
in overlapping density plots.

Table 1. Count and lapse duration for each lapse resolution alternative.

Lapse Duration (sec)

Type of Lapse Resolution N Mean Median Mode SD

End the interaction 7 3.74 2.89 2.04 3.00
Continue with prior talk 212 1.36 .99 .79 1.1
Start something new 45 3.14 2.54 1.82 2.15

15 MIC: (  ) 
16      (0.5)*(0.5) (0.3)*(0.2) (0.8) 

lau  ---->*shrugs-----* 
 mom       shrugs-----

17 MIC: it's so nice and peaceful now=hh: 
18 MOM: mhm. 
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Across all measures of lapse duration (mean, median, and mode), the choice to continue with
prior talk takes less time than starting something new, which takes less time than moving to closings.
That is, old things come faster than new things, which come a bit faster than endings. Figure 7
illustrates this relative ordering. The peak for Continue precedes the peaks for New and End. In
contrast to the tight concentration of observations for Continue, those for New and End show
greater variability. These results are consistent with the interpretation that speakers first attempt to
resolve a lapse using something from prior talk, after which the floor is open to launch something
new or initiate closings. Or conversely, would-be speakers hold off starting something new or ending
the interaction until it’s clear that no continuation is forthcoming.

While these data give prima facie evidence for such a preference, they await further confirmation.
To be confident that such a preference is real for participants, there would need to be more robust
sampling, more cases of ending the interaction, and normative evidence showing participants’
understandings of the different lapse resolution alternatives (see Pillet-Shore, 2017b).

Discussion

For many social occasions, when conversation stalls participants face the question of what should
come next. How speakers resolve this issue, and the things they use to do so, have been the focus of
this article. I described three practical alternatives regarding the question “what next?” after a lapse.
Speakers may treat the lapse (a) as closure-implicative by moving to end the interaction; (b) as a
place to go on with something from their interaction-so-far; or (c) as a place to start a new course of
action. These findings build on conversation analytic work on the basic structural organization of
talk-in-interaction by focusing on the absence of talk in a specific sequential location. They extend
prior work on lapses (Hoey, 2015, 2017) by showing how a silence generated by turn-taking practices
(i.e., refraining from self-selection) is routinely dealt with in ways that resonate at the level of overall
structural organization (Robinson, 2013).

Comparing the three alternatives, I presented evidence suggesting a preference for continuation over
starting something new or ending the interaction. This bias toward continuation may simply reflect the
typical length of an interaction’s structural phases; participants usually spend more time in middles
rather than beginnings or endings. It may also reflect the principle of contiguity (Sacks, 1987), whereby
participants work to fit their contributions into the sequential position at hand. It is perhaps easier to
use what is already available in going forward given that its relevance and intelligibility have already

Figure 7. Density plots of lapse durations before each resolution type.
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been intersubjectively grounded. The prior talk offers more readily graspable and deployable resources
than fashioning a sequentially implicative turn de novo. Additionally, by using the accumulated
materials of the interaction-so-far, speakers resolve lapses such that their turn connects to something
from before. This way, lapses are rendered as occurring within some course of action, rather than as
irruptive silences. Maintaining contiguity across a lapse gets at Sacks’s (1992b) assessment that “the
measure of a good topic is a topic that not so much gets talked of at length, but that provides for
transitions to other topics without specific markings of that a new topic is going to be done” (p. 352).

What emerges from these findings is a picture of lapses as junctures for the management of multiple
possible courses of action. From a coarse-grain perspective, stopping, continuing, and starting are all
directions to go after a lapse. In selecting one or another, participants reveal their understandings of
where they’re situated with respect to current, past, and potential courses of action. Lapses in ordinary
talk can prompt consideration of what has happened so far as it bears onwhat can or should happen next.
They are silences that invite examination of the adequate completion of the current sequence, of previous
courses of action, and of the interaction as a whole. They provide for the placement of things that
otherwise might go unmentioned, and for the incorporation of “outside” elements into the interaction.
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